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Abstract

In this paper we deal with efficient communication pro-

tocols for reliable data collection in sparse sensor networks

with mobile sinks. This process is quite critical since the

interaction among mobile sinks gathering information and

sensor nodes providing the data is generally short, unpre-

dictable and affected by packet loss. Thus it necessitates

extremely fast and reliable data exchange with minimal

synchronization. In addition, since involved sensor nodes

are energy-constrained devices, the communication proto-

col should be energy efficient. In this perspective, we de-

fine the Hybrid Adaptive Interleaved Data Transfer Proto-

col (HI), a hybrid protocol based on Reed Solomon codes

[9]. By means of simulations we show that the adoption

of encoding techniques is beneficial to support reliable and

energy-efficient data collection in WSNs with Mobile Sinks.

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1] represent an

emerging tecnology that can be used for a vast category

of application areas (e.g., health, home, disaster recovery).

Generally WSNs are composed of a large number of sensor

nodes densely and randomly deployed over a sensing area.

However, some applications such as enviromental monitor-

ing do not require a fine-grain sensing. Hence sparse WSNs

can be used to collect sufficient information on the phe-

nomenon. These kinds of networks have a multi-tier archi-

tecture [12]. Sensor nodes, representing the lower level, are

placed strategically and far from each others. This sparse

deployment implies that the distance between pairs of sen-

sors does not always allow them to directly communicate.

Sensor nodes have only sensing capabilities and are gen-

erally static. Data collection is achieved by Mobile Data
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Figure 1. WSN architecture with Mobile Sinks

Collectors (MDCs), which move around in the network area

and gather information from sensors when passing by them.

MDCs are generally more complex and powerful than sen-

sors. Depending on the particular context, MDCs can: i)

collect data independently and use them locally to run ap-

plications; ii) collect data and then download it to Base Sta-

tions for final storage and elaboration. They are namedMo-

bile Sinks andMobile Relays, respectively. WSNs with Mo-

bile Sinks (MSs) are the objective of the paper (see Fig. 1).

In this environment, data gathering is quite critical for

the existence of many factors (e.g., heterogeneity of de-

vices, lossy communication channel [13][2]) that affect the

reliability of data transmission and result in severe packet

loss. In addition it takes place only during contact times,

which occur when the MS enters the communication range

of the sensor. Since the MS follows unpredifined paths, the

interactions with the sensors are unpredictable. This re-

quires a preliminary discovery phase implemented by the

sensor node before starting the data transfer. This phase

should be energy efficient due to the scarce sensor capabil-

ities. Contact durations, however, depend on the particular

paths followed by the nodes and on their relative speed [3].

They are limited, short and noisy, especially in dynamic

environments, like for example urban environments. As a

consequence, a high packet loss can be experienced reduc-

ing the overall throughput achievable. Hence in such envi-

ronments communications should be extremely fast during

contact times to transmit the largest amount of data, have

a minimal synchronization between the two peers and be

energy-efficient. To this aim, we propose the Hybrid Adap-



Figure 2. The interleaved order scheme used

for transmission

tive Interleaved Data Transfer Protocol (HI), a flexible hy-

brid protocol based on encoding technique [5]. We show its

efficiency through an extensive simulation analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the

problem to be faced. Section 3 describes the HI proto-

col. Section 4 presents the simulation environment and dis-

cusses the obtained results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Statement

In WSNs the contact time can be considered as a re-

source, limited and scarce, and it should be exploited very

efficiently by the communication protocol. It is limited es-

pecially if sensor nodes operate with a low duty cycle during

the discovery phase, and scarce since contact opportunities

occur randomly and may be affected by severe unreliability

problems. The target of the communication protocol should

be transmitting the largest amount of data during the con-

tact time as well as minimizing the energy consumption on

the static sensor node. As highlighted in [6], chatty commu-

nication paradigms are not suitable for environments where

contact durations are not predictable or are expected to be

short. Instead, communication protocols which minimize

synchronization between sensors and MSs are preferable.

In this perspective, a valuable strategy is to make use of En-

coding Techniques (ET) [5]. Basically, when ET are applied

to networking protocols data is not sent plain, but rather

combined (encode) into blocks of data to make them inter-

changeable at receivers. A source node willing to send k
messages actually encodes the k messages into n encoded

messages, with n ≫ k. A receiving node does not need to

receive exactly the k original messages: any set of k mes-

sages out of the n encodedmessages generated at the source

is sufficient to decode the k original messages. This prop-

erty gives to the systemmuch robustness against data losses.

One of the major issues concerning ET is the computa-

tional burden involved in both the encoding and decoding

processes. Moreover, also the memory required to store the

information for encoding and decoding can affect the fea-

sibility of their use, especially at sensors. However, previ-

ous work has demonstrated that software implementations

are feasible also for obsolete, low-performing architectures

[10], as well as small, resource-constrained devices [8] [7].

Another drawback is connected to the fixed redundancy

level introduced. In fact, when using erasure codes (a par-

ticular ET scheme), the redundancy level is fixed at the be-

ginning and controlled by the sketch factor (i.e., n/k). This
guarantees a fix degree of loss tolerance: a receiver can

recover from up to n − k losses in a group of n encoded

blocks. Tuning wrongly the sketch factor should impact on

the overall performance, especially if more MSs are in the

same sensor contact area willing to gather the same context

data (i.e., this scenario is similar to the multicast case). If

the sketch factor is set to a low value, far MSs experiencing

a high packet loss might not receive a sufficient amount of

information to complete the decoding process, since a low

redundancy is introduced. On the contrary, if the sketch fac-

tor value is high andMSs are close to the sensor, it would be

a resource wastage since the sensor pushes all the n codes.

An improvement might be obtained, for example, adapt-

ing the sketch factor to the varying packet loss during the

contact time. However, the main drawback of this approach

is to find the appropriate value able to satisfy all the various

degrees of losses, especially when more MSs are within the

same contact area1. This is a hard duty since MSs enter the

contact area at different instants, following different packet

loss patterns in time (i.e., high packet losses at the beginning

and at the end of the contact but low packet losses when they

are very close to the sensor, as explained in [4]).

An alternative solution is to create enough redundancy

at the beginning but choosing dynamically the number of

codes to be sent in order to satisfy the different packet loss

patterns experienced by MSs. To this aim, information

about the number of missed messages could be sent back

by MSs to the sensor through Acknowledgements. Acks also

serve as implicit beacons to signal the MS’s presence within

the contact area. In the following we investigate this ap-

proach which represents a good trade-off for exploiting ET

schemes.

Specifically, we focus on a particular category of appli-

cations that can be envisaged in this context. Bundle ori-

ented applications refer to those applications in which the

set of context data produced by sensor nodes is limited and

MSs act as the final users of context information. As a con-

sequence, MSs work independently using the gathered in-

formation for their purposes. Thus, to run their applications

each MS requires receiving correctly all the entire bundle at

each contact time with the sensor.

3 Hybrid Adaptive Interleaved Data Trans-

fer Protocol (HI)

This section is devoted to the description of the pro-

posed protocol. HI is a flexible hybrid protocol since it

combines an adaptive ET approach based on Reed Solomon

(RS) codes [9] with an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ)

scheme. The basic idea is to produce enough redundancy

in advance, and send codes on demand, depending on MSs

1In a single MS scenario this can be easily achieved by varying the

sketch factor in time following the same packet loss patter it experiences.



Figure 3. Bundle Transfer procedure

feedbacks. In this way the encoding process at the sensor

node is performed only once, at the beginning, and this al-

lows to save useful resources (i.e., contact time) that should

have been wasted due to additional intermediate encoding

phases required during the same contact time. In addition,

the system gains flexibility thanks to its ability to adapt the

number of codes to be transmitted based on feedbacks com-

municated back by each MS (i.e., number of messages still

required to complete the decoding process).

3.1 Model Assumptions

In our communication protocol we make the following

assumptions:

• Contact times between sensor nodes and MSs occur

randomly (i.e., MS visit times cannot be predicted in

advance by sensor nodes). Therefore, sensor nodes

must be in a discovery state - typically operating with

a low duty cycle (DC) to save energy - while waiting

for MSs.

• Beacons are periodically sent by MSs (TB). Upon

receiving a beacon, the sensor realizes that a contact

with a MS has been established, and starts the data ex-

change (i.e., a pull-based approach is used).

• Contact times have unpredictable duration. Therefore,

Acks are used by sensors during the communication

phase to decide whether the MS is still within the com-

munication range. After missing a predefined number

of consecutive Acks, the sensor node assumes that the

contact has been lost. This avoids sending data use-

lessly when the MS is too far away.

Obviously, the performance of the communication protocol

strongly depends on the discovery protocol parameters (i.e.,

the MS beacon period (TB) and the sensor node duty cy-

cle (DC)). For example, a high duty cycle allows an earlier

discovery of the approaching MS - thus ensuring a longer

residual contact time - but consumes more energy.

3.2 Protocol Description

As previously mentioned, we assume that a bundle of

limited size has to be sent to one or moreMSs that happen to

be within the contact area of the sensor node. According to

the RS-coding scheme, the original bundle is first encoded

by the source node into a wider bundle of coded messages,

which are finally sent to the MSs. To better exploit con-

tact times, especially in presence of multiple receivers, the

scheme used here to encode and transmit the bundle follows

the algorithm proposed in [11]. Before encoding, the entire

bundle is subdivided into B blocks of data of k messages.

Each block is then encoded separately: each encoded block

includes k original messages and n-k redundant messages.

Finally, the source node schedules for transmission mes-

sages picked from consecutive blocks rather than sequen-

tially chosen from the same block, as shown in Figure 2.

This interleaving technique guarantees that packets losses

are uniformely distributed among all the blocks rather than

concentrated in a single block. Note that we assume that

both the sensor nodes and the MSs are aware of the encod-

ing parameters: the number of original messages (k) and of

blocks (B) in which the bundle is subdivided and the encod-

ing matrix.

Upon discovering at least one MS, the sensor node en-

ters the communication phase. Here, it sends out encoded

messages using the interleaved scheme introduced above.

Each encoded message also cointains: i) the identification

of the block and ii) the sequence number within the block

(see Figure 3). This information is essential for the MS to

understand when it has received sufficient messages to de-

code the original bundle (i.e., using the interleaved scheme

it has to receive at least k different messages for each block

to decode it). The MS uses this information also to gener-

ate Acks. Acks notify, for each block, how many different

encoded messages have been received by the MS. The sen-

sor node collects all the incoming Acks and stores, for each

block, the lowest value. When one or more block values are

lower than k, which corresponds to the existence of one or

more MSs requiring additional encoded messages to com-

plete the bundle decoding, additional data transmissions are

necessary. In this case the sensor continues transmitting en-

coded messages, starting from the last message sent, using

the interleaved scheme but skipping those blocks already

completed by all the MSs (if any). This guarantees the

transmission of useful encoded messages since they are al-

ways different from those previously sent. The process goes

on until the minimum set of encoded messages has been re-



Bit rate Frame size Message payload size

19.2 Kbps 36 Bytes 29 Bytes

Tx power at 0dBm (Ptx) Rx/Idle power (Prx) Sleep state power

49.5 mW 28.8 mW 0.6 µW

Duty cycle (DC) Beacon period (TB ) k, n

5% 100 msec 8, 256

Table 1. General simulation parameter setting

ceived by all the MSs (i.e, all the block values stored at the

sensor node are equal to k), or all the MSs are out of the

communication range. Hence, the protocol is able to adapt

to different levels of packet losses experienced by different

MSs. It is worth emphasizing here that Ackmessages do not

introduce additional overhead as they also serve as implicit

beacons (which are necessary in this context).

4 Performance Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol,

we implemented HI in an event-driven ad-hoc simulator.

Table 1 reports the general parameter setting we used for

our simulation experiments2. We analysed its performance

through a comparison with alternative solutions. For this

reason we also considered an acknowledgment-based pro-

tocol which uses selective retransmissions of missed mes-

sages.

4.1 Selective Repeat

In the Selective Repeat scheme (SR), after discovering

at least one MS within its contact area, the sensor node

starts sending bursts of messages to MSs and listens for

incoming Acks. Each Ack sent by the MS cointains i)

the sequence number of the last message received in or-

der (lastAcked) and ii) a bit mask (mask[]) indicat-

ing which messages it has/has not received correctly since

lastAcked. Upon receiving an Ack from an MS, the sen-

sor updates the lastAcked value and retransmits missed

messages. When the sensor reaches the end of the bundle, it

starts retransmitting messages from the beginning. Hence,

MS may receive duplicates.

4.2 Performance evaluation

To simulate the packet loss experienced by MSs during

their contact times we considered a packet loss model de-

rived in [4] from measurements carried out on a real testbed

[3]. We used this packet loss model for every communica-

tion between sensor node/MS pairs. Thus, both the bundle

sent by sensor nodes and Acks transmitted by MSs, might

suffer from losses.

To simulate the channel contention betweenMSs, we im-

plemented a simple backoff mechanism: before transmit-

ting a message, the MS selects a random number r in the

2Note that table values refer to CC1000 datasheet

(http://focus.ti.com/lit/ds/sysmlink/cc1000.pdf)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Goodput and Energy vs Bundle size
in scenario with a single MS

range [0, #MSs − 1] and defers the transmission by a time

r · δ, where δ is the time required to transmit a message.

Obviously, if two or more MSs select the same random

number, a collision occurs at the sensor node and messages

are lost.

Each experiment consists in sending a limited bundle of

messages from the sensor node to the MS(s). All the re-

sults reported in the following sections are averaged over

10000 replications of the same experiment, using a 90%

confidence interval.

4.2.1 Performance metrics

The performance comparison is based on the following per-

formance indexes:

• Decoding Probability: probability of receiving the

minimum amount of messages for the MSs to be able

to decode the original data;

• Decoding Latency: time interval between the instant

when the MS receives the first message and the instant

when the decoding is completed successfully (note that

it is computed only on those MSs which have correctly

decoded the bundle);

• Goodput: ratio between the number of use-

ful bytes/messages and the total number of

bytes/messages received by the MS;
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Figure 5. Performance comparison in the scenario with multiple MSs

• Energy: average energy consumed by the sensor node
per byte correctly transferred to the MS

Energy =
(m ∗ δ ∗ Ptx) + m

W
∗ (AckPeriod ∗ Prx)

∑
decodedMsg

(1)

where m is total number of messages transmitted by

the sensor node; δ is the time required to transmit

a message; Ptx and Prx are the transmission and re-

ception power, respectively; AckPeriod is the time re-

quired to receive all the Acks and
∑

decodedMsg is

the total message number decoded by all the MSs.

All the previous metrics were evaluated in different operat-

ing conditions, for example using different speeds of MSs

or duty cycles. Due to space limits we will present only re-

sults obtained when the MS speed is 40km/h, i.e., a typical

speed in a urban environment. We also performed experi-

ments with lower MS speeds obtaining qualitatively similar

results.

4.2.2 Single MS

We start our analysis by briefly looking at the scenario with

a single MS in the sensor’s contact area. This represents the

most critical scenario for HI since it introduces redundancy,

while intuitively SR should obtain a better overall perfor-

mance. However, the decoding probability curves (see Fig-

ure 4a) are almost overlapped, independently of the bundle

size and the duty cycle. Similar considerations can be drawn

looking at the consumed energy (Figure 4b). The worst case

is when a late discovery of MS (i.e., 1% duty cycle) occurs.

Since SR and HI exhibit similar performance in this sce-

nario, we now focus on the scenario with multiple MSs.

4.2.3 Multiple MSs

The benefits of using the HI protocol are evident when the

number of MSs, simultaneously present within the contact

area of the same sensor node, is larger than one. HI out-

performs SR with respect to all performance indexes. This

is highlited by Figure 5. Figure 5a compares the decoding

probability of the two communication protocols as a func-

tion of the bundle size with three different numbers of MSs.

As expected, the HI curves are always higher. Note that,

given a fixed bundle size, the decoding probability value of

the HI protocol is significantly higher. Also, given a de-

coding probability, the size of the decoded bundle is ap-

proximately twice for the HI protocol. This is because the

HI protocol is able to control the number of duplicate mes-

sages, even when the number of the MSs increases. On the

contrary, in the SR protocol the sensor node has to retrans-

mit a huge number of duplicated messages to manage all

the incoming MS requests. A similar behaviour has been

obtained also for the goodput index (see Figure 5c). In ad-

dition, note that even though both protocols reach a 100%
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Figure 6. Decoding Probability and Energy Efficiency vs. Number of MSs

of decoding probability for low bundle sizes (1500 Bytes),

their performance in terms of goodput completely is dif-

ferent. The SR goodput index is in the (40%,60%) range,

while the HI goodput index is around 75%. The better ex-

ploitation of the contact time is also visible when looking at

the decoding latency (see Figure 5b). Again, the HI proto-

col exhibits a lower value. The distance between the corre-

sponding curves tends to increase when the bundle size and

the number of MSs increase. From the energy standpoint,

Figure 5d shows the better performance of the HI proto-

col, which is also able to manage higher bundle size (4500

Bytes) with reduced consumption (less than 0.15mJ/Byte).

Finally, Figure 6 shows the performance of both protocols

as a function of the number of MSs in the contact area.

Fugure 6a shows that, for low/medium bundle sizes, the de-

coding probability for the HI protocol is independent of the

number ofMSs. The HI decoding probability starts decreas-

ing with high bundle sizes, while for SR the same happens

with medium bundle sizes. Note that, when the bundle size

is equal to 5000B and there are 6 MSs, the decoding proba-

bility is 50% and 0% for HI and SR, respectively. Figure 6b

confirms the efficiency of the HI protocol. It is less depen-

dent on the MSs number. The consumed energy is limited

and decreases with the increase in the number of MSs. The

opposite behaviour is experienced by the SR protocol which

is more sensitive to the number of MSs. This is due to the

high number of duplicate messages to be sent that lead to

a lot of energy wastage. Figures related to the decoding la-

tency and goodput are omitted due to space limits. However

they show similar trends confirming the benefits of using the

HI protocol.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have investigated the problem of reli-

able and energy-efficient data collection in sparse sensor

networks with Mobile Sinks (MSs). We have defined the

Hybrid Adaptive Interleaved Data Transfer Protocol (HI),

a flexible hybrid communication protocol, based on ET,

that is able to adjust dynamically the number of codes to

be transmitted to the MSs. The performance analysis has

shown that HI guarantees better performance than a selec-

tive retransmission-based protocol, as it exploits more effi-

ciently short contact times.
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